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early historic settlement beneath the grassmarket in 
edinburgh

James mcmeekin*
with contributions by simon stronach, Julie Franklin, clare thomas, 
sarah Jane haston, emma tetlow, lynda howard and Fiona beglane

abstract

Archaeologically monitored excavations in the Grassmarket, Edinburgh uncovered diverse remains 
dating from prehistory to the First World War. The stratigraphic sequence included pits created in 
the middle of the Bronze Age, Early Historic features and deposits, a series of medieval surfaces, 
a section of the Flodden Wall and post-medieval building foundations. The Early Historic features 
provide rare evidence for Edinburgh’s development prior to the 12th century and form the focus of 
this article.
 Several features, created during the Anglian occupation of the Lothians, suggest the presence of 
a settlement between the late 6th and early 10th centuries ad, overlooked and possibly servicing 
a high status site on Castle Rock. The evidence is compared to archaeological results from other 
settlements formerly within the Anglian kingdom of Bernicia (Northumbria).
 Deposits over a structure were radiocarbon dated to the 11th–12th century, when the region was 
under Scottish control. Associated environmental remains and leather offcuts indicated the holding, 
butchering and processing of livestock. This evidence pre-dates the documented use of the area as a 
medieval market and is interpreted as relating to a pre-burghal phase of use.
  The significance of the results in terms of our understanding of Edinburgh’s development, and to 
assessments of archaeological potential in Scottish medieval towns in general, is also discussed.

introduction

improvements to the grassmarket in 
edinburgh carried out as part of the capital 
streets Project provided a rare opportunity 
to archaeologically monitor excavations in 
this bustling part of the old town (illus 1 
& 2). headland archaeology (uk) ltd was 
commissioned by r J mcleod to monitor 
the digging of deep trenches for recycling 
bins, manholes and new trees, as well as 

shallower areas for drainage and resurfacing 
between september 2007 and november 
2008. the curator for the work was the city 
of edinburgh council archaeology service 
which also secured appropriate funding 
from the city of edinburgh council for post-
excavation analysis when the significance of 
the excavations became apparent.

a broad range of archaeological remains 
were encountered and testify to the use of 
this area long before its documented medieval 

* headland archaeology ltd, 13 Jane street, edinburgh eh6 5he
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origin. the remains dated from the prehistoric 
to the early 20th century and included: 
prehistoric features dating to the middle of 
the bronze age; features and deposits dating 
to the anglian occupation of edinburgh (7th–
10th century ad); early medieval deposits 
(11th–12th century); medieval surfaces 
(13th–15th century) and the foundations 
of the Flodden Wall; an elaborate system 
of stone culverts; foundations of the 19th-
century corn exchange and a crater created 
by a bomb dropped from a First World War 
german navy zeppelin. For the sake of clarity, 
the medieval and post-medieval structures, 
surfaces and deposits are largely omitted from 
the illustrations.

this article is presented in two parts. the 
first half contains a description of the site and 
summaries of historical and archaeological 

Illus 1 location plan showing the extent of the grassmarket excavations

background where appropriate. the key 
findings from all periods are summarised and 
followed by brief discussions. the second 
half of the article is a more speculative 
discussion that focuses on the early historic 
and early medieval discoveries because 
of their relevance to our understanding of 
the development of edinburgh. the nature 
of the remains and how the results might 
be helpful to archaeologists seeking to 
discover further pre-burghal features is also 
considered. the article contains information 
relating to the analysis of finds (J Franklin 
& c thomas), environmental samples (s J 
haston), animal bone (F beglane) and insect 
remains (e tetlow & l howard), adapted 
and synthesised from full archive reports 
(all contained within mcmeekin 2009). a 
full archive, including specialist reports, has 
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been deposited with the royal commission 
on the ancient and historical monuments 
of scotland (rcahms). illustrations are by 
caroline norrman.

Part i: the eXcaVations

simPliFied stratigraPhy and scoPe oF 
Work

a complete stratigraphic sequence was con-
sistently recorded throughout the excavations 
where the underlying geology was deeper; 
elsewhere this sequence was likely to have 
been truncated in the medieval period. 
geological sediments derived from glacial 
till were occasionally sealed by grey silty 
clay subsoil and a preserved former ground 
surface. a layer of hillwash (colluvium) sealed 
these deposits. this layer represents a build up 
of material washed downslope from the area 
to the east of the castle (illus 1 and 3). about 
halfway along the grassmarket the colluvium 
was substantially thinner (or non-existent) 

1
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7 83

4

1. Edinburgh Castle
2. Grassmarket
3.  Section of Flodden Wall exposed in excavations
4.  West Port

5.  High Street
6.  Cowgate (eastern end)
7.  Canongate
8. Holyrood

Illus 2   James gordon of rothiemay’s map of edinburgh, c  1647 with locations mentioned in the text

than farther to the west and east. this may 
indicate a slight rise in the natural topography 
here, and may represent the tail end of a ridge 
running north/south from what is now castle 
Wynd south to the grassmarket (illus 1). 
above the colluvium a sequence of cobbled 
surfaces and redeposited material (make-up) 
was encountered. the latest surface in the 
sequence was contemporary with an extensive 
network of drainage culverts.

the keyhole nature of the excavations 
meant that features were typically exposed 
in isolation and only a very small percentage 
of the excavated area reached beneath the 
colluvium, the depth necessary to expose the 
earliest phases of activity (illus 4a and 4b). 
the deepest excavations were limited to areas 
where new drainage, trees and recycling bins 
were to be introduced with the result that only 
narrow trenches and small, unconnected areas 
were exposed. Within this framework it was 
not possible to determine the full nature or 
scale of the prehistoric and early medieval 
remains. the early features were recorded in a 
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very limited sample and there remains a very 
high archaeological potential throughout the 
grassmarket.

bronze age actiVity

Results
two small pits were exposed cut into an 
old ground surface and sealed by a layer 
of colluvium towards the western end of 
the grassmarket (illus 4a). environmental 
analysis of the fills provided common charcoal 
fragments and suggested the features were 
used as cooking pits or contained fire debris 
from nearby. radiocarbon dating of associated 
charred plant remains returned dates of 2200 
bc to 1950 bc (2 sigma, suerc 19840; table 
1) for one and 1500 bc to 1380 bc (2 sigma, 
beta-242133; table 1) for the other.

the deposit found in and around one pit 
was reminiscent of the material associated 
with burnt mounds – heat fractured sub-
angular stones and much charcoal. burnt 

mounds are thought to be accumulations of 
waste at locations where stones were placed 
in a fire and subsequently used to heat water 
for a variety of purposes. 

Discussion
bronze age artefacts have been recorded 
within the modern city from the 19th century 
on – such as a Bronze Age flat axe from 
canongate, shown in illus 2, to the east 
of the grassmarket (stevenson et al 1981: 
37). Where excavations have encountered 
prehistoric features and deposits the remains 
are frequently truncated by later occupation. 
the earliest deposits at edinburgh castle (900 
bc–200 bc) only survived in the deepest part 
of the trench and even here were damaged 
by activity in the late iron age (driscoll & 
Yeoman 1997: 26). Waste flakes from a small 
lithic assemblage indicated sporadic activity 
from the mesolithic to the bronze age on the 
Parliament site adjacent to holyrood (illus 2), 
and a number of features that may have been 

Castle Rock

colluvium

colluvium

buried ground surface

geological deposits

medieval & post-medieval
surfaces and deposits

Johnston
Terrace

Vennel

64 mAOD

86 mAOD

90 mAOD

120 mAOD
N

S

Illus 3 schematic cross-section of the grassmarket valley
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prehistoric were identified here, though not in 
such a concentration as to suggest that this was 
the location of an early settlement (stronach 
2008: 18–19). the foot of the canongate 
ridge, with lower, wetter ground to either 
side, was identified as a suitable location for 
prehistoric settlement (ibid: 19). 

similarly, in the grassmarket the low 
lying ground and limited sample of features 
do not suggest the presence of a settlement. 
the nature of the deposits was consistent 
with those found on a burnt mound site. burnt 
mounds in britain, ireland and scandinavia 
have frequently produced samples dating to 
the period 2500–500 bc (Ó néill 2005). the 
valley floor now occupied by the Grassmarket 
may have been poorly drained in the bronze 
age, providing the boggy or wet area common 
to the locations of many burnt mound sites. 
radiocarbon analysis suggested a minimum 
gap of 450 years between the creation of 
the two pits; indicating long-lived use of the 
site. a reconstruction shows how the area 
may have looked in the bronze age prior to 
complete deforestation of lower-lying ground 
(illus 5).

early historic settlement

Background
the poem ‘the gododdin of aneurin’ makes 
reference to a brythonic warband gathered 
together at din eidyn. the excavations on 
castle rock indicated continuous occupation 
through the early historic period, and if the 
din eidyn of the gododdin is accepted as 
castle rock then it may be seen as a high 
status site by the late 6th century ad (driscoll 
& yeoman 1997).

the annals of ulster record the obsesio 
Etin, or siege of edinburgh, in the year ad 
638. this has typically been interpreted as a 
sign of the fall of edinburgh to the anglian 
king oswald and its assimilation into his 

kingdom of bernicia, although rollason 
(2003: 89) urges a cautionary approach to this 
limited evidence. the Pictish chronicle states 
that the ‘fortress of eden’ was held by the 
angles until c ad 960 when it was abandoned 
to the scots led by king indulf (stevenson 
et al 1981: 38). by the 10th century the 
archaeological evidence suggested the 
presence of some form of noble’s residence 
on castle rock (driscoll & yeoman 1997: 
229). 

Results
two groups of cut features were encountered: 
one towards the western end of the 
grassmarket and another approximately 110m 
upslope to the east (illus 4a and 4b). these 
features were sealed by colluvium and found 
in association with a former ground surface, 
where it survived, above geological deposits 
(illus 6). all but one of the cut features were 
sub-circular, small and fairly shallow (less 
than 0.7m in diameter and 0.4m deep) and 
were generally classified as ‘pits’.

environmental analysis of samples from 
the western features produced an abundant 
amount of hulled barley as well as charred 
oat, burnt and unburnt bone fragments, 
charcoal and marine shell. A fish vertebra and 
three small fragments of fish bone were also 
recovered from the fill of one. Radiocarbon 
analysis of charred plant remains from the 
two western features returned calibrated dates 
of ad 600–770 (2 sigma, suerc-19839; 
table 1) and ad 660 to ad 810 (2 sigma, beta 
242132; table 1).

to the east (illus 4b), environmental 
analysis of the fill of a sub-circular feature 
obtained a similar range of organic remains 
to the western group: common charcoal, 
shell and unburnt bone, though cereal grains 
were rare here and too poorly preserved to 
be identified to species level. Radiocarbon 
analysis of holly charcoal from this feature 
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Illus 5 digitally manipulated photograph showing how the area may have looked in the bronze age

gave a slightly wider calibrated date range of 
ad 690–900 and ad 920–950 (2 sigma, beta-
242134; table 1). approximately 1m to the 
south of this feature was a linear deposit of 
rubble and redeposited soil (not illustrated). 
this deposit was aligned roughly east/west 
and was 4m long with no indication of any 
bonding or foundation cut. the proximity of 
this rubble to the feature may suggest that it 
was anthropogenic in origin.

a shallow, linear feature oriented roughly 
east/west was exposed a little to the northeast. 
Environmental analysis of the fill produced 
both burnt and unburnt bone fragments, 
common charcoal and, like the other eastern 
feature, rare cereal grain. a calibrated date 
of ad 590–670 (2 sigma, suerc-19986; 
table 1) was returned from the radiocarbon 
analysis of charred plant remains. The fill 

also contained a cattle carpal bone covered 
in metal splatter. this linear feature extended 
beyond the limits of deep excavation and was 
interpreted as a shallow gully or beam slot 
(illus 4b).

at the same stratigraphic level as the 
above feature was a cobbled surface sealed 
by two distinct deposits (illus 4b and 7); a 
thistle fruit from the lower was dated to ad 
1010–1160 (2 sigma, suerc-22072; table 
1). these deposits presumably accumulated 
after the cobbled surface had fallen into 
disuse. an absence of pottery was noted in 
both accumulations. at the western end of 
the cobbled surface a shallow, uneven cut 
was exposed containing substantial boulders. 
this was interpreted as the possible north-
west/south-east foundation cut for a wall. the 
cut truncated the buried subsoil and in some 
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Illus 6 Profile showing an Anglian pit and extent of colluvium
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places the underlying geological deposits but 
was seldom more than 0.1m to 0.15m deep. 
this possible foundation trench continued 
beyond the limit of excavation to the north 
and south. the area of cobbling exposed 
measured approximately 1m north/south by 
2m east/west and continued beyond the limit 
of excavation to the south and east.

the combined depth of the two 
accumulations over the cobbling was 
nearly 1m and both contained a significant 
assemblage of insect remains. the most 
numerous constituent species are associated 
with dung and accumulations of foul, rotting 
organic material (table 2). scarabidae (dung 
beetles) accounted for 40% of the remains 
recovered from the lower accumulation 
(c545).

the high percentage of scarabidae in both 
accumulations implies the former presence 
of large quantities of fresh dung, and several 
other beetle species found alongside are also 
strongly associated with the dung of cattle 
and horses. smaller groups of species in the 
assemblage were associated with human 
habitation and the wider natural environment. 
Preserved plant remains included several 
species that like to grow in manure, as well as 
species indicative of damp and waste ground. 
the environmental samples also contained 
occasional charred grain, animal and fish 
bone.

a cattle mandible, a cattle tarsal or foot 
bone and a sheep/goat humerus were also 
recovered from this accumulated material. 
the mandible belonged to an individual aged 
40–50 months at the time of its death; an age 
commensurate with an animal slaughtered 
to produce prime beef. cut marks on the 
mandible were a further indication of the 
animal being slaughtered. two goatskin 
leather offcuts were recovered from the lower 
accumulation, and may indicate the working 
of new leather nearby.

Discussion
the dates returned from radiocarbon analysis 
of charred material within the early historic 
cut features were broadly contemporary; the 
overlapping ranges varied from the late 6th 
century to the first half of the 10th century ad. 
the inclusion of waste in the form of charred 
cereal grains, charcoal, marine shell and bone 
within the features is taken as indicative of 
settlement; the metal splatter found on a cow 
carpal bone attests to some industrial or craft 
activity too. Possible structural evidence 
comes in the form of a feature interpreted as 
a gully or beam-slot, which may be taken as 
slight evidence for timber buildings, and a line 
of stones located nearby that may intimate 
the presence of a stone-footed building. 
stone footings for timber-framed structures 
have been identified at Dunbar (Perry 2000: 
67, 76) and hartlepool (daniels 1988: 179); 
those at hartlepool dated to the 8th century 
ad. though the evidence for structures is 
limited, it is difficult to explain the presence 
of these features and the material associated 
with them without envisaging the presence of 
some form of settlement.

taken as a whole, the insect remains, 
animal bone and leather offcuts from the 
11th–12th century deposits suggest that 
livestock was being corralled, butchered 
and processed nearby. the absence of any 
cut (illus 7), together with the apparently 
undisturbed medieval cobbled surface over 
the accumulations, implied that this material 
was not the result of later intrusion and 
represents an early medieval phase of use 
some considerable time before the area’s 
adoption as a market toward the end of the 
14th century (see below). the absence of 
pottery from the deposits offers some support 
for an 11th or early 12th century date for the 
activity, as it is unusual to find waste material 
without medieval pottery later than this.
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Context 543 545 

Processed Weight 7kg 7kg 

Processed Volume 10l 10l 

 MNI (Min # MNI (Min #

 Individuals) Individuals) Ecological Preference

COLEOPTERA     open ground, meadows and cultivated   
   fields

Carabidae     moist ground and bogs

trechus sp   1 

Pseudoophonus rufipes (Deg) 1   

Pterostichus diligens (sturm) 1   dung and rotting organic material

      Plant debris and rotting organic material

Hydraenidae     dung and rotting organic material

helophorus sp   2 Plant debris and rotting organic material

      Plant debris and rotting organic material

Hydrophilidae     Plant debris and rotting organic material

sphaeridium scarabaeoides/lunatum F/(l) 2   Plant debris and rotting organic material

cercyon haemorrhoidalis (F) 1   dung and rotting organic material

cercyon marinus (thoms) 1   dung and rotting organic material

cercyon lateralis (marsham) 2 1 Wet mud at the margins of stagnant water

cercyon unipunctatus (l) 3   

cercyon tristis (ill) 1   

cercyon sternalis sharp 2   rotten wood

cercyon analis (Payk)   1 

cercyon spp 5 1 

megasternum obscurum (marsham) 1   carrion

cryptopleurum minutum (F) 1   

chaetarthria seminulum (hbst) 1   

      dung and rotting organic material

Histeridae     dung and rotting organic material

abraeus perpusillus (marsham) 1   dung and rotting organic material

      dung and rotting organic material

Silphidae     Plant debris and rotting organic material

silpha sp 1   dung and rotting organic material

 Staphylinidae     

omalium sp 2 1 

Xylodromus sp   1 open ground, meadows and cultivated   
   fields

carpelimus bilineatus (steph) 1   

Table 2
the insect remains and ecological preferences
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Context 543 545 Ecological Preference 

carpelimus sp   2 

oxytelus spp 2 1 on Urtica spp

anotylus rugosus (F) 1   

anotylus sculpturatus (grav) 1 1 

anotylus sp 2 2 

Platystethus arenarius (geoff) 8 3 drier rotting organic material

Platystethus spp 6 2 

lathrobium brunnipes (F)   1 

leptacinus sp   1 drier rotting organic material

gyrohypnus fracticornis (müll) 2   drier rotting organic material

Xantholinus sp 2 4 

Philonthus spp 2   

tachinus corticinus grav type 1   

Staphylinidae   dung

tachinus sp 1   dung

tachyusa sp 2   dung

aleocharinae indet 3 4 dung

      dung

Cantharidae     dung

cantharis sp 1   dung

      dung

Nitidulidae     dung

brachypterus urticae (F)   1 dung

omosita sp   1 

 Cryptophagidae     disturbed environments

atomaria sp 2   

Lathridiidae 

     open ground, meadows and cultivated   
   fields

latridius minutus (grp) (l) 1   open ground, meadows and cultivated   
   fields

corticaria sp 1   open ground, meadows and cultivated   
   fields

      open ground, meadows and cultivated   
   fields

Scarabaeidae     

geotrupes sp 1   

aphodius subterraneus (l) 1   

aphodius fossor (l) 2   

Aphodius rufipes (L) 3 1 

aphodius pusillus/coenosus (hbst)/(Panz) 2   
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Context 543 545 Ecological Preference 

aphodius sphacelatus (Panz) 6 4 

aphodius foetens (F) 3   

aphodius rufus (moll) 1   

aphodius granarius (l) 1 1 

aphodius sp 5 7 

 Chrysomelidae     

Phyllotreta sp 1   

chaetocnema concinna (marsham) 1   

Curculionidae     

barypeithes sp 1   

barynotus sp   1 

sitona sp 1   

hypera sp 1   

DIPTERA      

diptera indet (puparia) 3 7 

suborder cyclorrhaPha     

thoracochaeta zosterae (haliday) 2   

the cobbled surface and possible wall 
base sealed by the early medieval deposits 
may have been part of a structure that was 
subsequently adapted for holding livestock. 
Whether the cobbling represents an internal 
or external surface is not known and it 
continued beyond the limit of excavation. 
When considering the amount of faunal and 
environmental evidence retrieved from these 
deposits it is important to bear in mind that 
the assemblages were recovered from an area 
of excavation approximately 2 square metres 
in size. nevertheless, the evidence does seem 
to suggest that the activity it reflects was 
to some extent specialised and focused on 
livestock.

the medieVal and later market

Background
the grassmarket may have been formed as a 
thoroughfare at roughly the same time as the 

cowgate (illus 2), in the 13th–14th century, 
making it one of the first planned expansions 
of the medieval town (stevenson et al 1981: 
12). recent excavations at st Patrick’s 
church, cowgate, and at 144–146 cowgate 
suggested activity on both these sites by at 
least the early 14th century, although in both 
cases this did not entail buildings fronting 
the street (Jones 2011; dalland forthcoming). 
More specifically a historical reference to a 
‘newbygging under the castle’ in 1363 has 
been taken as suggesting development of the 
grassmarket around that time (harris 1996: 
306). the grassmarket was assigned a regular 
market in 1477 by a royal charter of James iii. 
butter, cheese and wool were sold in the West 
bow, and cattle were stabled outside the West 
Port (Adam 1899 I: 34–6). The area was first 
paved prior to 1543, as a notice for the repair 
of the ‘calsay’ (a paved area or roadway) from 
the upper bow to the West Port dates to this 
year (adam 1899 ii: 112).
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Illus 7 Cobbled surface and associated deposits (profile and photographs)

the grassmarket may have lain outside 
the burgh walls until the construction of the 
Flodden Wall in and after 1513 but it has 
been suggested recently that construction 
of at least parts of the wall may have taken 
place earlier as the West Port, a major 
entrance to the town shown in illus 2, was 
already documented in 1508–9 (stevenson et 
al 1981: 39; harris 1996: 273). the Flodden 
Wall extended south along what is now 
granny green’s steps, across the west end 
of the grassmarket and up the Vennel, where 
portions still survive.

the presence of a corn exchange in the 
19th century confirms the Grassmarket’s 
continued importance as a centre for trade. 
the exchange building at the west end (by 
the Flodden Wall) was replaced in 1849 by 
another structure located on the south side of 
the grassmarket (grant c 1890: 234).

Results
a substantial deposit of colluvium, found 
across much of the area, accumulated over 
the earlier ground surface and contained 
fragments of White gritty pottery dating to 
the 12th–14th century. one of a number of 
horseshoes found during the excavations was 
recovered from this deposit and dates to the 
13th–14th century (illus 8). the upper of a 
leather shoe (not illustrated) and a copper 
buckle (illus 8) were also recovered from the 
colluvium. this plain alloy ring represents a 
type of buckle made over a long period of time 
from the mid-14th century to the early 18th 
century. its stratigraphic location (beneath 
medieval surfaces) would suggest it was 
manufactured towards the earlier end of this 
date range. the central bar is broken where it 
joins the frame, which may explain why the 
buckle was discarded. the left sole of a child’s 
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Illus 8 Selection of finds mentioned in the text 

shoe (equivalent to a modern child’s size 3 or 
continental 19; illus 8) was recovered from 
colluvium washed downslope from around 
West bow and may be tentatively dated to the 
14th century.

sealing the colluvium, a series of 
cobbled surfaces was found throughout the 
grassmarket, with associated occupational 
deposits overlying each (illus 9). these 
deposits accounted for two more horseshoes, 
dating to the 14th to 17th century (illus 8). 
Post-medieval finds included a fragment of a 
seville olive jar (late 16th to 17th century). a 
number of sherds of stoneware wine jugs and 
bottles were found, ranging in date from the 
15th century onwards. glass bottle fragments 
dating from the early 18th century, an early 
date for such finds in Scotland, were also 
recovered. 

a 4m-long section of the Flodden Wall was 
exposed during the excavations (illus 4a & 
10). this section of wall was heavily truncated 
and lies to the north of the putative location 

of the West Port. due to the disturbed nature 
of the remains and the absence of artefacts 
it was not possible to identify a date for the 
construction of this section of the wall.

Further structural remains were 
encountered and included the foundations of 
the 19th-century corn exchange (illus 4a). an 
extensive drainage system comprising stone 
built culverts was encountered throughout the 
grassmarket and West bow (not illustrated) 
and corresponded to culverts exposed in 
earlier archaeologically monitored works in 
the area (savine 2006; hill 2007).

Discussion
one horseshoe and fragments of White gritty 
pottery recovered from the colluvium date to 
no later than the 14th century. the colluvium 
is presumed to have resulted from soil erosion 
upslope, from the area to the east of the castle 
(illus 2). this erosion is likely have been 
occasioned by a change in use that caused 
disruption of a previously stable soil profile. 
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Illus 9 Profile through a series of medieval and post-medieval surfaces and associated deposits

the earliest cobbled surface encountered 
above the colluvium most likely corresponds 
to the first surfacing of the area and it is 
tentatively suggested this took place towards 
the end of the 14th century, around the time 
of the ‘newbygging under the castle’ (harris 
1996: 306).

horseshoes represent surprisingly rare 
finds on medieval sites as old shoes would 
have been recycled by farriers. the horseshoes 
recovered from the site therefore most likely 
represent chance losses; shoes thrown and lost 
in mud. a few other observations can be made 
about the finds retrieved from the medieval 
and post-medieval surfaces and leveling. 
seville olive jars were large amphora-like 
vessels used to transport olive oil or honey 
from southern spain, before the contents 
were decanted into smaller containers for 

sale to consumers. the distribution of 
olive jar sherds in scotland is largely 
coastal, limited to ports and high status 
consumer sites. the discovery of the sherd 
at the grassmarket adds something to our 
knowledge of the trade and redistribution 
networks between the port of leith and 
the edinburgh markets. the number of 
fragments from wine jugs and bottles 
would suggest that the grassmarket was 
well served with inns and taverns.

The 20th century

an unusual feature uncovered in the 
excavations could be tied to the early 
20th century. Part of a sizeable crater 
was exposed towards the centre of the 
grassmarket (illus 4a) and can be linked to 
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Illus 10 remains of the Flodden Wall at the west end of the grassmarket
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a specific event: on the night of  2 April 1916 a 
bomb dropped from the german navy zeppelin 
l14 hit the market outside the White hart inn, 
injuring four people, one of whom later died. 
it is believed that the airship’s targets were 
the docks at Rosyth and the fleet moored in 
the Forth. it was only when l14 and its sister 
zeppelin L22 encountered fire from the ships 
that they turned inland, dropping a number of 
high explosive and incendiary devices on the 
city (mullay 1996).

Part ii: discussion oF the early 
historic remains

the excavations in the grassmarket were 
of a keyhole nature and the evidence from 
them relating to early historic settlement is 
admittedly limited. however, the remains 
relating to this period are singled out for 
further discussion because such evidence 
from excavations in urban scotland is itself 
extremely limited, as shown below. also, 
further excavation on a sufficiently large 
scale to fully determine the nature of early 
settlement in the grassmarket seems unlikely 
in the foreseeable future, and there is little 
prospect of a better opportunity to explore the 
site’s significance. 

the anglian remains in conteXt

a recent assessment of sites in northumberland 
north of hadrian’s Wall has produced 
evidence for diverse settlement types 
evincing the merging of native and germanic 
influences in the period ad 400–700, resulting 
in an ‘early anglo-saxon society with an 
undoubted indigenous character’ (loveluck 
2002: 136). an existing roman iron age 
settlement hierarchy was taken over, and 
a new ‘germanic’ style of architecture 
introduced. this is apparent in the presence 
of Grubenhäuser (sunken floored buildings) 

in the Milfield Basin, Northumberland and 
on the coast at dunbar (ibid). timber halls at 
Whithorn, lockerbie, titwood and doon hill, 
dunbar indicate that a number of characteristic 
features belonging to a  widespread building 
tradition found in 6th–8th century ad england 
were also present within what has become 
modern southern scotland (see hope-taylor 
1980; James et al 1984; hill 1997; Johnson et 
al 2005; kirby 2006).

A Grubenhäus identified at Ratho, 
approximately 10km west of edinburgh 
(smith 1995) is a further indication of anglian 
influence well within the borders of modern 
scotland by the late 6th to early 7th century 
ad. cist burials and anglian place-names in 
lothian have also been taken as archaeological 
indicators of this cultural expansion (loveluck 
2002: 142; smith 1995: 116).

the prominent position of castle rock 
in relation to the surrounding hinterland is 
similar to other Early Historic fortified sites 
such as bamburgh and dunbar, although 
unlike these it is somewhat removed from 
the coast. as is likely at castle rock, these 
existing sites continued to be occupied by the 
nascent anglo-saxon population (loveluck 
2002: 136). the settlement at castle rock 
may well have been taken over and employed 
in a similar fashion to these fortifications, 
with an emergent anglian aristocracy using it 
as a centre for the collection of tribute or tax 
renders in kind (ibid: 138).

the limited nature of the grassmarket 
excavations did not lend itself to characterising 
the type or extent of anglian settlement. 
excavations at hartlepool (daniels 1988) 
encountered timber buildings dating to the 
early Anglo-Saxon phase with a floor area 
of 16 to 27 square metres. these monastic 
buildings were similar in terms of materials and 
construction techniques used in contemporary 
secular structures but were not as large (ibid). 
the greatest areas of deep excavation in the 
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grassmarket seldom extended to 15 square 
metres and even small contemporary structures 
would probably not have been completely 
exposed had they lain directly within the extent 
of excavation. given the ephemeral nature of 
the structural remains found elsewhere, such 
as at hartlepool (daniels 1988), thirlings 
(o’brien & miket 1991) and Whithorn (hill 
1997) it is unsurprising that in the absence 
of large area excavation the identification of 
specific structures proves impossible.

the grassmarket had previously been 
identified as a possible location of Anglian 
settlement. harris (1996: 542) suggested that 
the name of the medieval stok Well at the west 
end of the grassmarket may have derived 
from the anglian word, staca, a stake or 
boundary marker or stoc, an outlying steading. 
it is possible therefore that this may refer to 
the anglian settlement or the demarcation of 
its limits. Whilst it has not been possible to 
identify the total extent of the settlement in 
the grassmarket, the two groups of anglian 
features were located more than 100m apart. 
if the features were associated with roughly 
contemporary structures, this would suggest a 
settlement of some size. if the two groupings 
of anglian features are not contemporary then 
this might reflect a smaller scale settlement 
slightly relocated over time. a settlement 
located within the valley to the south of castle 
rock, and the putative site of Din Eidyn, and 
present for at least some of the time between 
the 7th and early 10th centuries is therefore 
the least we can tell from these features.

if we can assume some sort of dynamic 
between the two settlements, with the high 
status site located on castle rock, then what 
can we say of the settlement located in the 
valley now occupied by the grassmarket? as 
seen above, the features were associated with 
typical domestic waste but there was also some 
indication of metal working in the vicinity and 
remains of shellfish and fish brought from the 

coast. Perhaps these start to suggest a site with 
more diverse activity than might be expected 
from a simple homestead.

the lack of any artefacts associated with 
the anglian remains, such as combs or pottery, 
may suggest that the site was an area of low 
status habitation in comparison to that on 
castle rock. however it should be noted that 
finds from this period were also scarce on the 
rock itself and throughout most contemporary 
sites in northumberland (driscoll & yeoman 
1997; loveluck 2002; Petts & gerrard 2006).

the faunal assemblage from castle rock 
from the period ad 300–1000 indicated that 
cattle were generally brought to the site 
either on the hoof or as complete carcasses 
(mccormick 1997: 205). settlement at 
this time appears to have been restricted to 
the summit (driscoll & yeoman 1997: 45) 
leaving viable locations on castle rock where 
livestock may have been held and butchered. 
the absence of specialised butchering waste 
in the faunal assemblage (mccormick 1997: 
205), however, may indicate that this was not 
taking place within the immediate vicinity. 
this and other specialised activity, such as 
metalworking, may have been occurring 
at a nearby site, such as the grassmarket, 
established to service the high status site 
above.

early medieVal continuity and the 
deVeloPment oF the burgh

at the same stratigraphic level as the anglian 
remains was a cobbled surface that had 
been covered by substantial accumulations 
of material. insect remains from these 
accumulations suggested they had largely 
consisted of dung, presumably from 
livestock held nearby. some butchery waste 
and goatskin leather offcuts suggested the 
processing of livestock and associated crafts. 
radiocarbon dating indicates these deposits 
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accumulated when the area lay under scottish 
control, some time between the early 11th to 
mid-12th century.

there appears some degree of continuity 
with the anglian settlement; not only in 
terms of location and stratigraphy but also in 
that this area was being used for some fairly 
utilitarian processes. these processes may 
have continued to be wholly dependent on a 
high status site on castle rock, alternatively 
they may have been associated with what 
could be described as a proto-market. a 
central location used for gathering, processing 
and trading produce from a rural hinterland, 
and not solely focused on supply for residents 
at castle rock.

the good preservation of early features 
in the grassmarket is certainly due to the 
colluvium that formed over them, and on 
the basis of dateable artefacts this occurred 
from the 12th–14th century. the colluvium 
is presumed to reflect a change in land-use 
upslope, which disrupted a stable soil profile 
and resulted in erosion. it is not possible to say 
what the specific causal processes were but 
similar colluvium was identified at St Patrick’s 
church at the eastern end of cowgate (illus 2) 
and is also likely to have accumulated from 
the 12th–14th centuries (Jones 2011). this 
suggests that the deposition of colluvium, 
caused by a change in land-use on the ridge 
occupied by high street, was widespread.

edinburgh is mentioned as a king’s burgh 
in a charter of david i in the 12th century 
and high street is thought to have existed in 
some form by then (stevenson et al 1981: 2). 
this date corresponds to the earliest artefacts 
from the colluvium and the development of 
the burgh on the high street ridge provides an 
obvious causation for widespread soil erosion 
and the deposition of colluvium over the 
existing ground surface in the grassmarket. if 
this interpretation is correct, it confirms that 
the early activity associated with that ground 

surface should be seen in a pre-burghal 
context.

the imPlications For archaeological 
FieldWork in scottish toWns

over a quarter of a century ago, the 
geographer brian dicks (1983: 28) observed 
in a discussion of the origins of the medieval 
town ‘it is excavation alone that can determine 
the character of scotland’s pre-burgh 
settlements’. the author was optimistic that 
this information would soon be forthcoming. 
however, as noted more recently by coleman, 
‘what … proto-burghs looked like is still 
unclear despite 25 years of urban archaeology’ 
(2004: 313).

a review of the archaeological literature 
suggests that remains relating to pre-burghal 
settlements have been recorded only rarely 
during excavations in urban scotland, but 
there have been enough positive results to 
suggest that they exist. radiocarbon dates 
from a reassessment of the earliest phases of 
the mid-1970s Perth high street excavations 
suggest settlement activity in the late 10th to 
early 11th century (hall et al 2005), a similar 
date to the wattle lining of a boundary ditch 
excavated at 80–6 high street (moloney 
& coleman 1997: 707). excavation at 
ronaldson’s Wharf, leith is reported to have 
revealed evidence of occupation on the shore 
from the 11th century onwards (reed & 
lawson 1999). the presence of pre-burghal 
settlements has also been inferred from early 
burials. Perry (2000: 323) has suggested the 
presence of a subsidiary site outside the high 
status site at castle Park, dunbar based on the 
size of an early cemetery. cemeteries at north 
berwick and aberdeen have been found to 
pre-date the medieval foundation of the burghs 
(addyman 2000; macfadyen 2004; cameron 
2005, 2006); the earliest burials found in the 
excavations at st nicholas kirk, aberdeen 
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are thought to date to the early 11th to early 
12th century, although full confirmation by 
radiocarbon dating is still ongoing (alison 
cameron pers comm). the excavations in the 
grassmarket give us another rare example 
of remains relating to a pre-burgh settlement 
and consideration of their nature and location 
might prove of use in finding further such 
evidence.

the grassmarket remains were associated 
with no dateable artefacts; confirmation of 
their early date was by radiocarbon assay 
alone. during excavation the reason these 
features were thought potentially early 
was because of their stratigraphic location 
beneath colluvium, which was presumed to 
have been produced by later development 
upslope. It is worthwhile pausing to reflect 
that if the topography was different, and no 
colluvium had accumulated to separate these 
unassuming features from later activity, 
our assumption would surely have been 
that they were also later features, which 
happened to contain no pottery. Perhaps in 
a larger area the features’ significance would 
have been obvious but it is small trenches 
that are usually required in towns, and 
urban archaeologists will need to be very 
alert to the potential of features that look 
superficially unrewarding if the Grassmarket 
remains are typical. We will also need to rely 
heavily on radiocarbon dating if, as noted by 
numerous authors (eg dicks 1983), we are 
not likely to see archaeological remains in the 
north comparable to the large early trading 
centres of york, dublin or london and, in 
comparison, our pre-burghal settlements 
were associated with an impoverished 
material culture.

lastly an important point can be made 
about where the remains were found. they 
were not overlain by burgage plots on high 
street. to date there has been an absence of 
pre-burghal remains from excavations around 

high street (examples of some of the largest 
areas opened have been Schofield 1975, 
masser et al forthcoming and scott 2006, but 
there have been numerous small interventions). 
this statement is not offered as proof that such 
remains do not exist, especially given variable 
archaeological survival and the paucity of 
fieldwork opportunities around Lawnmarket. 
however, recent evidence for the deposition 
of colluvium from grassmarket to the eastern 
end of cowgate can be taken as an indication 
of a widespread change in land-use on the 
high street ridge from the 12th century on. if 
we accept this is likely to have been a result of 
the development of the burgh, with associated 
settlement and cultivation, this implies that 
such activities had not already been extensive.

the 12th-century plots may have been 
laid out adjacent to existing settlement rather 
than over it. elsewhere in scotland a similar 
process occurred around some early religious 
sites, such as Whithorn (hill 1997: 65) and 
also in a more direct analogue to edinburgh 
next to a stronghold and estate centre in 
dunbar (Perry 2000, but see also dennison et 
al 2006: 74). Looking farther afield a recent 
review of the origins of english and Welsh 
small towns noted that the choice of site was 
often influenced by the presence of an existing 
settlement and, strikingly, the example used 
to illustrate this point, steyning in sussex, 
shows the high street plots laid out adjacent 
to 10th–11th-century settlement (dyer 2003: 
89 and fig 1).

given the scant positive evidence we 
cannot yet be confident when assessing the 
potential for pre-burghal settlement in our 
historic towns. it is clear, however, that we 
should not just concentrate on areas occupied 
by medieval plots. this may be of particular 
importance when advising on mitigation 
associated with the planning process, where 
it might be assumed that developed locations 
outside an apparent medieval core have a 
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low or negligible archaeological potential. 
also, it might prove worthwhile to look for 
irregularities around the edges of burghs. 
these irregularities may indicate the locations 
of earlier settlement that influenced the initial 
laying out of plots.

although the results from the grassmarket 
only came from a handful of features they 
may provide some further examples to help 
us identify more pre-burghal settlement in 
scottish towns and, if so, they will have 
rewarded the effort required to ensure their 
recording.
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